
  



Powell stated that the Fed will begin 
“tapering” off the bond buying program. 
“Tapering” refers to the gradual, not 
sudden, decrease in the Fed’s purchases. 
This is done in an effort to progressively 
remove monetary stimulus from the 
economy. 

Powell stressed that this action does not 
mean an interest rate hike would shortly 
follow. Many variables, including the recent 
increase in Covid cases, are being watched 
and considered in any moves the Federal 
Reserve decides to take. 

“The timing and pace of the coming 
reduction in asset purchases will not be 
intended to carry a direct signal regarding 
the timing of interest-rate liftoff, for which 
we have articulated a different and 
substantially more stringent test,” Powell 
said. 

He continued, “We have said that we will 
continue to hold the target range for the 
federal funds rate at its current level until 
the economy reaches conditions consistent 
with maximum employment, and inflation 
has reached 2% and is on track to 
moderately exceed 2% for some time. We 
have much ground to cover to reach 
maximum employment, and time will tell 
whether we have reached 2% inflation on a 
sustainable basis.” (Source: Bloomberg.com 
8/27/2021) 

One of our goals as your financial 
professional is to maintain a watchful eye on 
any changes that may affect your situation. 
Although the Fed has not determined when 
interest rates will be increased, interest 
rates can play a vital role in your financial 
planning.  We feel now is a good time to 
review and prepare for how rising interest 

rates could affect some areas that your 
financial plan may include. 

 

Winners and Losers of  
Rising Interest Rates 

Mortgage Rates 

Historically, we are still seeing very low 
mortgage rates, however, an increase in 
interest rates could convince some 
potential home purchasers to push the 
pause button. Home prices are still high, 
and if interest rates increase, this double 
whammy may have many homebuyers 
deciding to stay put until the prospect of a 
better time to purchase a home arises.  

Savings Accounts 

Here are a few major areas that interest 
rates could have a positive or negative 
impact. 

A rise in interest rates could be favorable for 
savings account and certificate of deposits 



(CDs) holders. While rates are still very 
low, if interest rates rise, the yields on 
these accounts typically increase. 

Bond Holdings 

With the economy continuing to 
strengthen and unemployment numbers 
decreasing, most Fed officials are 
expecting the Fed to reduce bond 
purchases this year. What exactly does 
this mean for bond holders and 
purchasers?  
 
As you many know, bond and interest 
rates move in the opposite direction. 
When interest rates rise, existing bond 
prices tend to fall, and conversely, when 
interest rates decline, existing bond prices 
tend to rise. As interest rates rise, new 
bond yields are likely to change.  
 
Yield is a straightforward concept. It is the 
current income return you receive when, 
for instance, you own a bond, as 
measured by a percentage. If the bond 
you bought for $1,000 pays you $30 per 
year—that’s a 3% annual yield.  
 

For example, if you invest $10,000 in a 10-
year U.S. Treasury bond with a 3% yield, 

that interest rate is fixed even as prevailing 
interest rates change with economic 
conditions—especially the rate of inflation. 
Let’s say after five years you decide to sell 
that bond, but interest rates have risen 
and now similar new bonds are paying 
4%. Obviously, no one wants to pay 
$10,000 for a bond yielding 3% when a 
higher-yielding bond costs the same. 
Therefore, the bond’s value will decrease. 
 
Bonds are many times considered a good 
option for a conservative, balanced 
portfolio. Although they could provide 
modest returns, many high-grade bonds 
are usually considered more stable than 
stocks and can provide income. However, 
investors who put a high percentage of 
their portfolios in bonds with the hopes of 
producing stable returns, could see 
lackluster results if interest rates rise.  

 

Investments 

Converse to bonds, interest rates don’t 
directly affect stocks. They can, however, 
indirectly affect stock prices. When 



interest rates rise, banks increase their 
rates for consumer and business loans. 
Reduced consumer and business 
spending could lower the value of a stock. 
When interest rates are increased, this 
usually means that there is economic 
growth or strengthening.  
 
Portfolios that are well balanced, 
diversified, and planned to weather 
volatility should be well positioned to face 
rising interest rates.  
 

Recommendations to 
Consider 

In summary, when interest rates rise, the 
following usually happens: 

 Mortgage rates increase 
 Interest rates increase on savings 

accounts and CDs 
 Existing bond prices decrease 
 Commodity prices decrease 
 Equity markets may become more 

volatile 

Since each individual has different financial 
goals, interest rate fluctuations can affect 
investors differently. Having a solid financial 
plan, sticking to that plan, and working with 
a financial professional before making any 
decisions to sway from that plan is always 
advised. We offer the following five basic 
items for consideration if and when the 
Federal Reserve raises interest rates. 

1. Maintain complete liquidity for all 
short-term and near-term needs.  
Liquid accounts in today’s interest rate 

environment will probably not keep 
pace with inflation. Although it is 
always important to maintain a liquid 
component in your portfolio, you 
should think about what major 
expenses you will incur in the next two 
years and consider keeping a larger 
than typical liquid pool of assets.  

 

2. Consider shorter terms over high 
yields.  Although shorter term bonds 
yield less than longer term bonds, they 
typically lose less value when rates 
rise. They are less sensitive to interest 
rates increases and may provide a 
more conservative but comfortable 
choice for some investors. 

3. Review all of your income-
producing investments.  As wealth 
managers, we help our clients review 
their income-producing investments.  
Our primary goal is to match your 
portfolio to your timelines and personal 
financial situation. 

 

4. Lock in mortgage rates. Refinance or 
lock in a low mortgage rate before they 
rise. 

 

5. Monitor your portfolio regularly.   
Interest rates can move quickly or 
slowly. We stay apprised of the Fed 
and its decisions on interest rates so 
we can suggest adjustments to your 
portfolio as needed in a timely and 
educated manner. 

 
 
 



Closing Thoughts  

Interest rates can be complex. As 
mentioned earlier, we keep a watchful eye 
on interest rates and how they may affect 
our clients. In today’s interest rate 
environment, we are monitoring your 
investments with us. If you have any 
questions or would like us to review your 
specific situation, please let us know.  

We are here to help! We are always 
available to review your investment portfolio 
with you. We will always consider your 
feelings about risk and the markets and 
review your unique financial situation when 
providing any recommendations.  
We pride ourselves in offering:   

 Consistent and strong 
communication  

 A schedule of regular client meetings 
 Continuing education for members of 

our team on the issues that affect our 
clients 
 

A good financial professional can help 
make your journey easier.  Our goal is to 
understand our clients’ needs and then 
try to create plans to address those 
needs.  While we cannot control financial 
markets, inflation, or interest rates, we 
keep a watchful eye on them.  We can 
discuss your specific situation at your 
next review meeting or you can call to 
schedule an appointment. As always, we 
appreciate the opportunity to assist you 
and your financial matters. 

 

  

Note: This article is for informational purposes only.  The views stated in this letter are not necessarily the opinion of Aurora Private Wealth, Inc.  and should not be construed, 
directly or indirectly, as an offer to buy or sell any securities mentioned herein. Investors should be aware that there are risks inherent in all investments, such as fluctuations 
in investment principal. With any investment vehicle, past performance is not a guarantee of future results. 
 
Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed by the US government as to the timely 
payment of principal and interest and, if held to maturity, offer a fixed rate of return and fixed principal value. The market value of corporate bonds will fluctuate, and if the 
bond is sold prior to maturity, the investor’s yield may differ from the advertised yield. All examples are hypothetical and not representative of any specific investment. Your 
results may vary.  
 
This information is not intended to be a substitute for specific individualized tax, legal or investment planning advice as individual situations will vary. For specific advice 
about your situation, please consult with a lawyer or financial professional. This material contains forward looking statements and projections. There are no guarantees that 
these results will be achieved. Information is based on sources believed to be reliable; however, their accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. 
 
Sources: Bloomberg.com;  bankrate.com; themortgagereports.com; usatoday.com;  en.wikipedia.org; Contents provided by the Academy of Preferred Financial Advisors, 
2021. 



 
Balancing the increasing pressure of having to take care  
of the oldest and youngest. 
 
Originally published in WealthManagement.com on September 7, 2021 
By Jennifer McCarthy, Paulina Mejia and Leticia Hernandez 
 
The coronavirus pandemic poses risks and concerns for the oldest Americans. It also has 
put strains on the youngest, leaving the generations in the middle facing the increasing 
pressure of having to take care of both. 

 
If you are a member of the “sandwich generation,” you’re not alone. Nearly half of adults in 
their 40s and 50s are caring for a parent who is 65 or older while also raising or supporting 
children. The stress of serving as a caregiver to multiple generations can weigh heavily on 
emotional and financial well-being, even without the additional complications that come with 
COVID-19, such as caring for school-age children who are learning from home, much less 
planning for anyone’s future on the other side of the pandemic. 
 
To navigate this phase of life, one of the most important steps is to make sure you have a 
comprehensive financial plan in place for all the generations in your life. By having a plan 
and revising it as life develops, you can put your responsibilities into their proper 
perspective.  

 

The Sandwich Generation: 
Supporting Family Without Getting 
Squeezed 
 



Get Organized 
The first step is getting a good handle on your own overall financial picture. Create a net 
worth statement of all your assets and liabilities and track your income and expenses to 
understand how much you’re spending, how much you’re saving and how much you need. 
 

 Separate expenses for parents and adult children. If you cover expenses for your 
parents and adult children, separate them. This will help you understand the level of 
support you’re giving them so you can balance your own needs against those of your 
parents and children going forward. 

 Reset your emergency fund. Having more people in your life means more chances 
for emergencies. Boosting emergency savings gives you a peace of mind and helps 
you plan for the unexpected—whether replacing the roof on your home, funding an 
extra year of college, or hiring a home health aide to care for your parents. 

 Don’t neglect opportunities. The old trope of the individual too busy taking care of 
others to take care of themselves can apply financially too. Financial opportunities 
take many forms. Refinancing or paying down high-interest debt can free up cash to 
help meet your goals. Make sure you’re contributing to your retirement accounts. Be 
tax smart with your charitable giving and engage with your investments, particularly 
with any concentrated holdings or stock awards you may have received through work. 

 

Plan for the Needs of Children 
Several savings vehicles are available for you to support your children. For larger estates, a 
thoughtful giving plan is typically the centerpiece of an estate tax strategy. Trusts and other 
structures can provide the tax and financial benefits of gifting while addressing practical 
concerns like how soon a child can access the funds and for what the funds can specifically 
be used. 
 

 If you have young children. Earmark funds for their education and take steps to 
open and fund college savings accounts. Funds can grow tax-free in a 529 college 
savings plan account. In addition, you can front-load five years of annual exclusions 
to a 529 plan. This enables you and your spouse to give $150,000 in a single year 
($30,000 combined annual exclusion times five) to a child’s 529 plan account. The 
account can grow tax-free until you withdraw qualified education expenses, which 
can include up to $10,000 for K-12 education. 

 If you have older children. Crunch the numbers to estimate the full cost of college, 
including tuition, living expenses, supplies and unexpected costs. You need to 
evaluate the range of options to meet those costs—including financial aid, 529 plan 
accounts and other funds earmarked for education, direct payments to be made by 
you or other family members (which don’t count against the $15,000 annual 
exclusion), and amounts you may want or expect your children to contribute 
themselves. 

 



Understand Your Parents’ Financial Lives 
It can help to think of caring for your parents as another one of your financial goals—like 
saving for retirement or funding a college education for your children—rather than a personal 
or financial burden. 
 

 Take inventory of parents’ financial lives. Parents often don’t want to burden their 
children with their financial challenges. It’s also important to respect their privacy and 
independence. But the sooner you get a general handle on their income, expenses, 
assets and liabilities, the better. An introduction to their accountant and any other 
professionals they work with will help ensure you are kept well informed. You don’t 
necessarily need to know all the details and values, but if your parent(s) suffers 
memory loss or an illness that prevents them from handling their day-to-day affairs, 
they may not be able to locate important financial documents and the information they 
share with you may be limited. 

 Investigate health benefits. Identify the supplemental insurance coverage and 
social programs your parents rely on. The tax rules, insurance benefits and 
regulations surrounding elder care, including home care and assisted living facilities, 
are complex and extensive. A financial advisor can explain how they work, guide you 
through the process, ease your stress and help ensure you’re making the right 
decisions for your loved ones. 

 Know who has power of attorney. Make sure everyone is on the same page and 
documents are in place for handling your parents’ health care decisions and financial 
matters in the event of incapacity. Coordinate with your siblings and other family 
members about who can take on specific tasks, even if they live out of state. For 
example, while you might pay bills, other family members might research benefits, 
check on your parents by phone or visit in person occasionally to give you a well-
deserved break. 

 

Have a Contingency Plan 
Make sure you have a plan to fill the gap if you’re no longer able to do everything you do 
today. Estate plans typically address the needs of children, but they often don’t include the 
critical care and support you may be providing your parents.  
 
If your parents are living with you, make sure their estate plan accounts for their needs if you 
pass away before them and your house must be sold. If you’re providing financial support 
for your parents, trusts can be used to replicate that support, while also fulfilling the goals of 
your estate plan after their deaths.  
 
If you have any questions about your personal financial situation or any of the 
recommendations provided in this article, please contact the JFL Total Wealth Management 
office at 973-439-1190 or Jerry.Lynch@JFLTotalWealth.net. 


